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By Neil McDonald

EVERYMAN CHESS, United Kingdom, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . This book
usually ship within 10-15 business days and we will endeavor to dispatch orders quicker than this
where possible. Brand New Book. Building and maintaining a chess opening repertoire can be a
demanding task - for a start there are an enormous number of different lines to chooses from.
There s a strong temptation amongst aspiring players to opt solely for tricky lines in order to snare
unsuspecting opponents, but this approach has only short term value. As you progress and your
opponents become stronger, very often these line don t stand up to close scrutiny and suddenly you
are back to square one with no suitable opening weapons. ----- In these two books, brought together
now for the first time in one volume, John Cox and Neil McDonald solve the perennial problems by
providing the reader with strong and trusty repertoires with white pieces based on the popular
opening moves of 1d4 and 1e4. ----- The recommended lines given here have stood the test of time
and are regularly employed by Grandmasters. ----These books are written in Everyman Chess s
distinctive Starting Out style, with plenty of...
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ReviewsReviews

An exceptional ebook along with the typeface employed was intriguing to see. It really is simplistic but surprises within the fi y percent of the ebook. It is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- B r ia n Miller-- B r ia n Miller

A very amazing ebook with perfect and lucid reasons. Indeed, it can be engage in, still an amazing and interesting literature. I found out this pdf from my i
and dad encouraged this book to discover.
-- B r ea nna  Hintz-- B r ea nna  Hintz
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